
AFTER SALES SERVICE
FOR OPTIMAL SUPPORT 
AFTER COMMISSIONING



The handover of a turbine to the customer represents not only the successful  
completion of a project, but also the beginning of a long-term customer relationship.  
If desired, we support our customers over the entire service life of their turbine.

AFTER SALES SERVICE

 ▷ Availability 24 h / 365 days
 ▷ Remote maintenance
 ▷ Spare parts management
 ▷ Inspections
 ▷ Repairs
 ▷ Maintenance
 ▷ Service packages

OUR SERVICES:

... independent of the original equipment manufacturer!



AVAILABILITY 24 H / 365 DAYS
High customer satisfaction is one of the most important goals at Geppert. Therefore 
our service team is available for you around the clock in order to carry out any trouble- 
shooting as quickly as possible.
Our experienced team of mechanical and electrical engineers will be ready quickly to  
carry out any repairs and keep unplanned plant downtimes as short as possible.

REMOTE MAINTENANCE
Geppert plants are equipped with state-of-the-art electronic monitoring 
systems. By using visualisation software and remote maintenance, diagno-
ses and, if necessary, troubleshooting can be carried out quickly and cost- 
effectively from a distance.

OUR SERVICES

Contact us directly:
service@geppert.at or

+43 5223 57788-567



old, worn out runner

SPARE PARTS MANAGEMENT
In the course of various service activities, an individually adapted  
spare parts recommendation can be prepared. Fast delivery of  
these spare parts is therefore essential.

INSPECTION
Inspections enable us to determine the current condition of the electro-
mechanical equipment and to adapt various service activities, such as 
maintenance or repairs, individually to the system and thus prepare and 
schedule them in the best possible way. This reduces unplanned down-
times to a minimum and any service activities can be carried out quickly, 
efficiently and cost-effectively.

new, optimized runner

In coordination with the power plant operator, we offer the 
supply of various consumables, such as grease, oil,  
nitrogen, seals, etc. as well as sensors, bearings  
and various turbine parts, such as  
spare runners.



REPAIRS
Through repair measures, we eliminate 
various faults that lead to unplanned 
shutdowns of the hydropower plant and 
bring it back into a fault-free operating 
condition. This means that interruptions  
in operation can be eliminated and 
the power generation of the plant can  
continue.

MAINTENANCE
Regular maintenance, such as oil changes,  
filter changes or condition and function 
checks of the plant components, ensure  
efficiency and operational reliability - 
and thus ensure the yield security of the 
hydropower plant. 

SERVICE PACKAGES
As part of our service activities we offer three different service packages. Thereby you 
benefit from inspection, maintenance and spare parts management at a fixed rate.
Geppert experts inspect and maintain your power plant, thus ensuring long-term  
operational reliability and the highest possible annual production of the plant. With 
constant annual rates, the included activities of the respective service package are 
completely covered. 
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AFTER SALES SERVICE

We are here for you!
Our service team will be happy to advise you! 
You can reach us under: 

service@geppert.at | +43 5223 57788-567


